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KMI Expands OEM Offerings, Seeks Partners for Development Deals 

Berkeley, California: MIDI hardware and sensor developer Keith 
McMillen Instruments announces an expanded list of OEM offerings and 
capabilities as they seek out new partners for development projects…

“Musicians are looking for more expressive and innovative ways to 
perform. KMI’s smart fabric technology is uniquely positioned to 

offer new and exciting dimensions of expression that are not 
possible with FSR and standard piezo triggers. We are excited to 

expand our partnerships and develop the next generation of 
cutting edge instruments.”  

- Keith McMillen, CEO and Founder

Keith McMillen Instruments has a proven track record developing innovative 
new MIDI controllers, with a line of control surfaces ranging from rugged MIDI 
foot controllers to expressive MPE keyboards to dynamic drum pads. KMI’s 
recent partnership with Pearl Drums to develop the malletSTATION led to a best 
selling, now industry standard electronic mallet percussion controller. 
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At the core of each instrument is KMI’s patented Smart Sensor Fabric 
technology, a flexible fabric solution for detecting fluctuations in pressure and 
location. This Smart Sensor Fabric technology, when paired with the right circuit 
trace, can be used to sense hits, velocity, pressure, rotation, position, and multi-
touch gestures. When this technology is embedded under a layer of silicone the 
resultant controller is incredibly durable and waterproof with no moving parts. 

The same technology that powered the QuNeo, QuNexus, BopPad, and K-
Board Pro 4 is now available as custom PCB/Silicone sub-assemblies as well as 
licensed IP with appropriate consulting and design services. 

Keith McMillen Instruments is also an industry leader in the brand new MPE spec 
(MIDI Polyphonic Expression). KMI’s consultation services are available for 
development and compliance testing of MPE capable synthesizers and 
controllers. 

Keith McMillen Instruments also offers consulting and design services for leading 
edge WebMIDI and WebAudio API technologies. From coding browser-based 
software editors to developing custom MIDI apps and utilities, KMI has you 
covered. 

From their innovative patents to their manufacturing partners and industry 
leading expertise, Keith McMillen Instruments has all the tools your company 
needs to compete in the world of modern music hardware. Contact us today to 
schedule a consultation.

About Keith McMillen Instruments (www.keithmcmillen.com) 

Keith McMillen Instruments develops innovative hardware and software 
technologies that allow musicians to interface with computers in exciting new 
ways. Based in Berkeley, California, KMI’s products provide today’s musician with 
the tools needed to bring new dimensions of expression and control to their 
performance. We believe when a computer is played as a musical instrument it 
should feel and respond like one, with all the nuance and sensitivity that makes 
an instrument musical.
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